HARE WHITEPAPER 2.0

Hare is a new community–centered and decentralized cryptocurrency. It is planned to be launched in June 2021. Its goal is to become one of the fastest–growing cryptocurrencies in the world.

Hare has never forgotten its mission. In order to fulfill the original whitepaper 1.0 commitment and Hare is back and will launch Hare Swap, Hare NFT, Hare Farms & Hare Gamefi. We are moving towards a greater goal with new products and new hopes to rebirth Hare!
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HARE Swap

Swap

HARE Swap is a Decentralized Exchange based on Binance Smart Chain (BSC). Unlike traditional exchanges, all transactions are conducted openly and transparently on the platform. Whenever someone trades HARE, the trader will pay a 0.2% fee.

Liquidity Pool

Liquidity pool enables you to provide liquidity by adding tokens to the liquidity pool.
When you add a token to the liquidity pool, you will receive liquidity pool (LP) token.

For example, if you deposit HARE and USDT into the liquidity pool, you will receive HARE-USDT LP tokens.

The number of LP tokens you receive represents your share in the HARE-USDT liquidity pool.
You can also take out your funds at any time by removing liquidity funds.
Hare Swap provides fast HARE transactions, low handling fees, it will also support more project parties in need to connect with Hare Swap to achieve a win-win situation.
Hare NFT is an ERC721 asset developed based on BSC. In blockchain games, NFT (such as characters, equipment, pets, etc.) is an encrypted asset, and in the architecture design of Hare NFT, it acts as a “mining machine” too. Different NFTs also have different “computational power” according to different types. We can generate NFT fragments through NFT mining to synthesize the corresponding NFT.

**NFT Blind Box**

Hare NFT can be purchased via blind box. Players can use HARE to purchase the blind box and draw NFTs with different images, computing power and rarity. The blind box probability will be recorded on the blockchain to ensure openness and transparency.

At the same time, we will launch limited edition and joint-brand NFT with several project parties to build an NFT ecological partnership.

**NFT Transaction**

Players can get NFTs through auction channels, blind box, gifts from friends, etc. and can be freely traded in the NFT market. 10% of the transaction amount will be deducted from every successful transaction, and will be recorded on the blockchain to ensure openness and transparency.

1. To ensure successful purchase, please ensure that your wallet has enough BNB as fee
2. NFT transferring from owner contract address to new owner contract address will only take place when the transaction is successful.
3. The handling fee is 10% of the total transaction price and is injected into the NFT fund pool

**NFT Auction**

NFT market uses a very special and interesting auction mechanism as well as NFT bidding system.
1. When countdown is under an hour, each new bidding will increase the countdown by another 10 minutes. Countdown only extends to a maximum of an hour.
2. Each bid must be 10% of the fixed price. At the end of the countdown, the final bidder will receive the auctioned item.
3. Among them, 5% is obtained by the previous bidder and 5% by the seller
4. After every successful auction, 10% tax will be charged to the seller’s dividend and it will be injected into the NFT Fund Pool
5. After the auction, the seller can get the profits from the auction, or get back the NFT if the auction is unsuccessful

This means that as long as you participate in the auction, either you will get the auction items or you will get the proceeds, no one will return empty handed in Hare NFT auction market.
HARE Farms consists of two parts: HARE NFT Farms & HARE Liquidity Mining

HARE NFT Mining
NFT computing power is one of the most important attributes of NFTs. The rarer the NFT, the higher its computing power and faster the mining speed is. NFT mining pool makes decisive distribution according to the staked NFT computing power to produce NFT fragments, which can be sold through the trading market or synthesized into a complete NFT.

HARE Liquidity Mining
Obtain token rewards by staking the HARE LP pairing of user assets to Hare Farms. Hare Liquidity Pool contains: HARE, CARROT and other tokens for users to choose freely.
HARE Farms

Hare NFT game will use the popular card battle game in the market and earn while playing. Players will not only enjoy the fun of the game, but also get additional token rewards to earn money.

Hare NFT game will create an encrypted hare pet world where players can raise and breed all kinds of lovely hares and fight side by side with their hares in the hare pet world.

Hare NFT game is also an economy in which ownership is completely determined by the player, allowing players to seamlessly sell and trade their game assets.
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HARE Features

Transparency
By maintaining open communication, Hare enables players and the community to know the dynamics of each phase of the project.

Community
The number of people in hare community 100,000. Volunteers are welcome to manage, develop and promote the community with us. At the same time, we will strengthen community partnership with more projects.

Trust
In the field of cryptocurrency, trust is irreplaceable. Hare Project has passed the Certik security audit.

Longevity
Hare looks forward to establishing a long-term relationship with you. A major investment will come from our long-term plan, which does not depend on temporary trends.
HARE Token

Contract Address:
0x4afc8c2be6a0783ea16e16066fde140d15979296

Hare Economic Model
Current status: HARE (100%) into Liquidity Pool
In the midst of operation, Hare sent 51.24% of the volume to Burnt Address

Per transaction, users need to pay 10% transaction fee:
- 5% adding to LP
- 5% distribution to all HARE Holders

HARE NFT Economic Model
1. Different images, computing power and rarity of NFTs are placed in the blind box, and the probability will be recorded on the blockchain to ensure openness and transparency.

2. The first phase of blind box will issue a complete NFT, subsequently NFT fragments. Only HARE can be used to purchase the blind box.

3. The NFT mining pool will make a decisive distribution according to the staked NFT computing power to produce NFT fragments. The fragments can be sold and auctioned in the trading market or synthesized into a complete NFT.

4. When NFT and NFT fragments participate in the auction, bidders can obtain 5% of the bidding income for each auction, and the auction and transaction are paid by BNB.

5. NFT fragments can be randomly synthesized into complete NFT, and a certain number of hare tokens are required as service charges.
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HARE Hoof Print

**PHASE 1**
- Complete overall product planning
- Development of related agreements
- Internal Protocol Testing

**PHASE 2**
- HARE NFT online
- HARE Swap online
- HARE FARM online
- Commence beta version
- HARE Game online
- Increase advertising investment
- Increase more Exchanges

**PHASE 3**
- Cooperate with multiple communities
- Develop potential projects